University School proudly presented 13 student-athletes representing four different sports for National Signing Day. The first Wednesday in February signifies the first day that a high school senior can sign a binding National Letter of Intent for college football with a school that is a member of the NCAA, the main governing body for college sports in the United States. The tradition has grown at University School to include all student-athletes signing to play a college sport.

USchool further asks each family join their son or daughter on stage for the confirmation signing.

Football - Gunnar Holcombe - Marshall University; Leo Alba - University of Western Michigan; Chase Finkel - Union College; Chad Kahn - Middlebury College; Daniel Perry - University of South Florida; Macgarrett Kings, Jr. - Michigan State University; Daniel Braverman - University of Western Michigan; Abraham Garcia - University of Louisville / Softball - Ashley Rey - Lamar University (Texas); Amanda Johnson - Nova Southeastern University / Soccer - Joe Santos - Bellarmine University; Tomas Rojas - Johns Hopkins University / Volleyball - Julimar Alvarado - University of Tennessee (Chattanooga)